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Outline

• VLBA Calibrator Survey (VCS) sessions
• Estimation of source coordinates with different EOP settings
• Investigation on CRF datum
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VLBA Calibrator Survey
Twenty three VLBA Calibrator Survey (VCS)
observing sessions with ten radio telescopes in
North America, each 24 hours long, were carried
out between 1994 and 2007 in six campaigns with
the primary goal of estimating and improving
positions of radio sources.

Number of observed sources
with more than 2 observations
VCS1
94AUG12XV_N008
95APR19XV_N009
95JUL15XV_N008
96MAR13XV_N010
96MAY15XV_N009
96JUN07XV_N009
96AUG10XV_N008
97MAY07XV_N008
97JUL02XV_N008
97AUG27XV_N009
VCS2
02JAN31XV_N009
02MAY14XV_N009
VCS3
04APR30XV_N011
04MAY08XV_N011
04MAY27XV_N013
VCS4
05MAY12XV_N008
05JUN01XV_N015
05JUN30XV_N010
VCS5
05JUL08XV_N010
05JUL09XV_N018
05JUL20XV_N013
VCS6
06DEC18XV_N007
07JAN11XV_N005

all VCS only
186
96
178
88
255
138
250
100
225
114
225
114
216
124
224
118
224
104
216
106
180
191

95
103

189
169
110

114
106
51

143
130
132

89
73
66

209
198
170

169
155
135

160
162

104
106
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Scheduling of the observations
non-VCS sources
VCS sources
VCS1
piece-wise obs.
in meridian
one declination stripe

VCS2 – VCS6
constant meridian
declination spread
(-45 deg +90 deg)
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ICRF2 sources
•
•

1217 non-VCS sources
2197 VCS only sources
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Sources observed in more than 1 session
• Number of sources observed in
1 session only: ~2100
2 sessions: 225
3 sessions: 16
4 sessions: 2
6 sessions: 1

w.r.t. ICRF2

–
–
–
–
–
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Motivation
•

Poor estimation of the ERP (polar motion + UT1) from VCS sessions
(because of the local distribution of VLBA antennas)

•

How do the errors in the estimated EOP propagate into the unknown
source coordinates? Most VCS sources were observed in one session only!
How do the estimates of source coordinates change by using different CRF
datum definition?

•

•

Seitz et al. (2012) showed differences in estimated source positions
between a combined TRF-CRF solution and a VLBI-only solution:

Seitz et al. (2012) 7

Analysis of the VCS sessions
•

Solved for:
– station coordinates (NNT + NNR w.r.t. VTRF2008)
– source coordinates (NNR w.r.t. non-VCS sources in ICRF2)
– zwd + tropospheric gradients
– clock parameters
– EOP:
a priori EOP

parameterisation of EOP
estimates

Solution 1

C04 08

1 set of offsets per session

Solution 2

C04 08

1 set of offsets per session
(5 EOP) + 3 ERP rates

Solution 3

C04 08

EOP fixed

Solution 4

polar motion from GPS solution (IGS)
nutation + UT1 from C04 08

EOP fixed
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Different parameterisation of EOP

Estimated source coordinates

session 04APR30XV
w.r.t. ICRF2
a priori EOP

parameterisation of EOP estimates

Solution 1

C04 08

1 offsets per session

Solution 2

C04 08

1 offsets per session (5 EOP) + 3 ERP rates

Solution 3

C04 08

EOP fixed

Solution 4

polar motion from GPS
solution (IGS)
nutation + UT1 from C04 08

EOP fixed

Estimated EOP

w.r.t. Solution 1
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Solutions with different CRF datum definition
•

5 EOP estimated as 1 offset per session,
together with the usual geodetic parameters: clocks, zwd, trop. gradients, station
coordinates (NNR+NNT), and source coordinates
•

Different datum definition of CRF
– Solution 1 – NNR condition on non-VCS sources w.r.t. ICRF2
– Solution 2 – fixing of non-VCS sources to their a priori coordinates in ICRF2

•

Analysing the measurements
– session by session
– in a global adjustment of all VCS sessions (a common TRF and CRF)
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EOP estimates w.r.t. C04 08

CRF datum definition:
NNR w.r.t. ICRF2 on non-VCS sources
non-VCS sources fixed to ICRF2

Standard deviation of the EOP estimates w.r.t. C04 08
x pole

1.04 mas
0.43 mas

dX

0.56 mas
0.28 mas

y pole

1.56 mas
1.23 mas

dY

0.59 mas
0.25 mas

dUT1

0.11 ms
0.07 ms
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CRF datum definition:
NNR w.r.t. ICRF2 on non-VCS sources / common adjustment of all VCS sessions
non-VCS sources fixed to ICRF2 / common adjustment of all VCS sessions

07JAN11XV

Standard deviation of the EOP estimates w.r.t. C04 08

w.r.t. C04 08

x pole

1.04 / 0.27 mas
0.43 / 0.28 mas

dX

0.56 / 0.28 mas
0.28 / 0.27 mas

y pole

1.56 / 0.64 mas
1.23 / 0.54 mas

dY

0.59 / 0.24 mas
0.25 / 0.24 mas

dUT1

0.11 / 0.07 ms
0.07 / 0.07 ms
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Source coordinates from 07JAN11XV
Estimated VCS source positions
in solution "fixed" w.r.t. ICRF2
Influence on arc-length
w.r.t. ICRF2

Differences in estimated VCS source
positions: "NNR" – "fixed"

Differences in arc-length: "NNR" – "fixed"
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CRF from the common adjustment of all VCS sessions
Estimated source positions in solution
"fixed" w.r.t. ICRF2:
- all non-VCS sources fixed to ICRF2
- differences up to 10 mas at
estimated VCS sources w.r.t. ICRF2

Differences in estimated source positions:
"NNR" – "fixed"
- systematic difference up to several mas
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Conclusions
• The application of Earth rotation parameters from GNSS
significantly changes the positions of VCS sources, in
particular if the ERP are fixed.
• Application of NNR condition on non-VCS sources compared
to the fixing of their position on a priori coordinates changes
the estimated source positions up to several mas.
• Common adjustment of the VCS sessions strengthens the
estimation of ERP, but it can distort the inner geometry and
change the arc-length.
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Thank you for your attention!

Hana Krásná works within FWF Hertha Firnberg Programme
T697-N29 „Earth-based VLBI in the Galactic Frame“.
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